Concepts of local civic participation, community capacity building and social capital formation are widely asserted to be of importance for democratic good governance, economic development and sustainable resource management (Bebbington et al. 2004; Woolcock 2010; Mansuri and Rao 2013). This brief summarizes the results of comparative investigations into participation and social capital formation through village-level field studies across several of Indonesia’s culturally and ecologically diverse regions.

Introduction

The research project studied the processes and outcomes of community development and conservation programs aimed at improving participation and building capacity in villages with different social and ecological assets. It assessed the extent to which these approaches have contributed to improved governance and more sustainably managed environments over the decade and a half since Indonesia began its dramatic program of democratisation and decentralisation. This research applied a mixed methods approach in 15 villages across 9 Indonesian provinces where community-based development and conservation interventions had been introduced. It involved detailed random sample surveys, interviews with key figures in local government and non-government organizations, and participant observation. The results are of comparative policy significance beyond the Indonesian case for improved understanding of the practical relationships between capacity building strategies and the community development and conservation goals associated with applications of social capital, participation, and empowerment concepts.

Debates

Researchers concerned with sustainability of community development and conservation initiatives have called for more attention to how outcomes are affected by various forms and stocks of ‘social capital’, suggesting this as a missing link in the sustainable development agenda (Ostrom 1990, 2009; Pretty and Smith 2004; Woolcock 2010). Accumulated social capital from past experience and capacity building interventions, it is argued, can have a multiplier effect, facilitating the forging of future collective action and common interest solutions to local problems. High levels of local participation should theoretically lead to better informed decision-making, greater accountability, and broad public ownership of equity and sustainability goals (World Bank 2002; Bebbington et al. 2004). Nonetheless, the theoretical assumptions and practical utility of these approaches remain contested (Harriss 2001; Li 2007; Saunders 2014). Critics have challenged tendencies to sidestep structural questions of power and inequality. Social capital itself may facilitate transactions among particular interest groups, while excluding other groups from access to resources. Policy makers’ enthusiasm for the social capital concept also sits uncomfortably with more complex understandings of the multiple interests and identities that in varying degrees characterise all communities. Community-based approaches to resource management cannot afford to ignore the effects of political domination and exclusion (Li 2007; Cleaver 2012). Furthermore, narrowly defined economic development objectives are often
at odds with conservation and sustainable resource management goals (Warren and McCarthy 2009).

Findings

Our findings are indicative of many of the key dilemmas facing the community based development and conservation agendas, and are broadly representative of the diverse outcomes reported for common property resource management studies elsewhere (Agrawal 2007; Saunders 2014). Our research indicates that, compared with central planning processes, the Indonesian community empowerment and development program (PNPM) was generally acknowledged by respondents to offer an improved approach to planning and delivering local infrastructure by establishing mechanisms for increased participation. The program also offered opportunities for adaptive learning at the village level through an iterative process of deliberation over successive years of planning. However, despite economic benefits, transfer of capacity building approaches to other decision-making spheres, including critical local environmental issues, were less evident (See Box 1).

Problems encountered in the Indonesian cases derive from contradictions at the heart of the community empowerment approach. Opportunities for community decision-making through enhanced participation, transparency and accountability involve lengthy and complicated planning and implementation procedures with considerable transaction and opportunity costs that constitute a disincentive for involvement of the poor (see also Cooke and Kothari 2001). The scope of deliberation processes, which shape whose voices are heard, is much narrower than the participatory framework would suggest. The capacity of the resource-poor and marginalized, especially women and other disadvantaged groups, to access benefits and opportunities remains circumscribed, and conservation programs restricting access to natural resources impose disproportionate burdens on the poor (see also Brosius et al. 2005; Hutchison et al. 2014).

### Box 1 - % of Respondent Households Reporting Knowledge, Participation and Satisfaction in Participatory Community Development and Conservation Programs in 15 Indonesian Villages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Community Development Program (PNPM):</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge/information (direct or indirect) regarding PNPM</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct participation in one or more of the five stages of local involvement in the PNPM program (information, proposal development, implementation, monitoring, evaluation)</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with the local implementation of PNPM</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community-based Conservation Program3:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge/information (direct or indirect) regarding community environmental program</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct participation in community environmental program</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with implementation of community environmental program</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 647 households.

Source: Project survey data. See McCarthy et al. (2014) for elaboration of PNPM survey results.

Participatory approaches face a fundamental problem in dealing with established hierarchies, an issue central to the social capital debate (Mosse 2010). On the one hand, participatory approaches aim to build on constructive vertical as well as horizontal networks and the capacities associated with good leadership. On the other hand, they must endeavour to avoid elite capture of decision-making. It remains difficult to transcend this inherent tension. While our study did find examples of village leaders who had taken advantage of opportunities to pursue activities of wide benefit to their communities, we also encountered examples of elite capture of project benefits by established interests. Where the poor are embedded in patronage networks that work against governance approaches attempting to incorporate two-way accountability, efforts to democratize access to

---

3 These key community-based environmental programs differed across village cases, and included both terrestrial and marine conservation programs focused on local natural resource management issues.
benefits have proved difficult. In the absence of structural transformation, community participation processes typically map onto existing power relations. Conservation and development projects provide new opportunities for some, but may increase the marginalization of others where unequal power structures and vulnerability persist.

Nevertheless, our survey results did show a roughly proportionate degree of involvement in the Indonesian government’s community development program (PNPM) across all socio-economic groups within the study villages (McCarthy et al. 2014:241). Although this says little about the quality of participation of lower socio-economic groups, it does indicate that the program has been a stepping-stone towards increasing the role of hitherto marginalized groups in decision-making. Along with relatively high levels of satisfaction (See Box 1), the survey responses on participation suggest that defects in the Indonesian community empowerment program (PNPM) and other similar participatory development or conservation programs should be addressed by reforming and building upon, rather than wholesale jettison of such approaches.

There are clear lessons from the Indonesian research indicating ways to build on local experiences with these and other participatory and capacity building approaches (See Box 2). Requirements for improvement include: reforming socio-political structures through more thorough-going democratization of the framework of local government; improving the articulation between formal government, civil society and intervention projects; institutionalizing more effective checks and balances across scales; providing enabling conditions for inclusive governance (Hickey and Mohan 2005; Fritzen 2007); planning longer time-frames for effective ‘adaptive’ institutional development and fostering ‘institutional bricolage’ (Cleaver 2012) across projects and scales of governance; and explicitly building sustainability criteria into all local planning and development interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 2 - Equitable and Sustainable Participatory Community Interventions: Lessons Learned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sustainability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-scale democratization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resist simplifications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time frames</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ compilation based on project research


